In-depth, Hyperledger Fabric Deployments

IDEATE
INNOVATE
IMPLEMENT
55% of CIOs consider Blockchain as their #1 priority.

83% of respondents indicated their companies will lose competitive advantage if they don’t adopt Blockchain.

**Blockchain Trends – From Promise to Reality**

- **Strategic Priority**: 55%
- **Blockchain in Production**: 39%
- **Building Blockchain Teams**: 82%
- **The Value Chain**: 85%
- **Blockchain Investment CAGR (2019-27)**: 56.1%
A LOW CODE BLOCKCHAIN AS A SERVICE ENTERPRISE PLATFORM

Supports Multiple Blockchain Protocols
100% Automated and No Code

Heterogenous Cloud Deployments
Supports all major cloud providers including Private Cloud and On-Premise

Blockchain Analytic and Real time Monitoring
Advance Analytics and Monitoring Alerts and Notifications

Web Services for Faster DApp Development
CI/CD Integrations to Services like IoT, Governance, Storage, Secure Vault etc

>60% Cost Savings
>90% Faster Time to Market
>10,000 Developers on Board
A structured platform approach to deliver operational excellence across Blockchain Networks and Decentralized Applications.

**Network and Security**
One Platform for all your needs
- Multiple Cloud Provisioning
- One Click Node Deployment
- Unified Dashboard
- Node Security inbuilt
- Blockchain Integration
- TEE as a Service
- Decentralized Storage

**Ops and Management**
100% Automation and DevOps
- Resource Monitoring
- Resource Optimization
- Auto-scaling and healing
- Unified Dashboard
- Intelligent Analytics
- Network Visualizer
- CI/CD Automation

**Apps and Services**
A complete toolkit
- GIT Integration
- IoT as a Service
- dApp Marketplace
- Decentralized Governance
- Key Secure Vault
- Asset Tokenization
- Federated Learning
Zeeve for Hyperledger Fabric

- Network Management – Create, Scale & Onboard
- Node Management – add, stop, start
- Monitoring – Network & Node Level
- Chaincode packaging and deployment
- CLI Based operations for integrations with tools
- Alerts & Logging for the blockchain Services
- Fully flexible Fabric Topology – Organization ACLs
- 24x7 Support for Zeeve Blockchain Devops Experts
Zeeve with CI-CD

- Code Repositories integrated with a CI-CD layer
- CD uses Zeeve CLI to package smart-contract deployment
- Zeeve deploys smart-contracts to the intended players of the consortium as intended.
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